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Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and Rails helps you to overcome typical obstacles hidden in every enterprise's infrastructure. It doesn't matter if your Rails application needs to access your company's message-oriented middleware or if it has to scan through tons of huge XML documents to get a missing piece of data. Ruby and Rails enable you to create solutions that are both elegant and efficient.
  
  With more than 50 concise, targeted recipes, this book shows you how to use existing infrastructure to develop effectively for the enterprise. For example, Ruby is an excellent language for manipulating both textual and binary data. This is enormously useful, because typical enterprise software is about storing and processing huge amounts of data. You'll learn how to process data in various popular data formats such as XML, CSV, fixed length records, and JSON.
  
  This book covers the whole spectrum of distributed application technologies, ranging from simple socket-based servers to full-blown Service Oriented Architectures. In  addition, Ruby is a perfect ally when you have to integrate with RESTful and SOAP services, or when you have to access message-oriented middleware. It even helps you to reuse your existing C/C++, Java, or .NET code with ease.
  
  Since the advent of the Web, many enterprises have opened their internal services to the outside world to participate in the rapidly growing world of e-commerce. As an enterprise programmer you'd better learn how to use existing payment gateways and how to implement security mechanisms to protect your company's data and your customers' privacy, and this book shows you how.
  
  Enterprise programming is not only about developing huge software projects but  also about maintaining and operating them. You'll save a lot of valuable time if you document your software (of course, automatically) and automate tedious and recurring tasks, such as monitoring your servers and testing your programs. Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and Rails covers these major enterprise concerns, giving you tools and knowledge you'll turn to over and over.    

       About the Author
   
Maik Schmidt has worked as a software developer for more than 15 years and makes a living creating complex solutions for mid-size enterprises. Outside his day job, he writes book reviews and articles for computer science magazines and contributes code to open source projects. In his spare time he enjoys reading, blogging, and scuba diving.
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358: Metabolomics: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2006

	Metabolomics: Methods and Protocols examines the state-of-the-art in metabolomic analysis. Leading researchers in the field present protocols for the application of complementary analytical methods, such as gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Metabolomics: Methods and Protocols contains forward-looking protocols,...
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Candy Making For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2005
How sweet it is! More than 100 recipes plus terrific tips and tricks
Explore the art of cooking candy and create sweet masterpieces!      

If you want to concoct irresistible treats for your friends and family, this book gets you cooking!  You'll discover proper techniques and use them to create incredible candies. Recipes range from...
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Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft's Forefront Identity Manager simplifies enterprise Identity Management

	for end users by automating admin tasks and integrating the infrastructure of an

	enterprise with strong authentication systems.





	The Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 Handbook is an in-depth guide

	to Identity Management....
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Real-Time Digital Signal Processing,: Implementations, Application and Experiments with the TMS320C55XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Real-time functionality is the latest challenge facing high performance digital signal processors and DSP applications. Its successful deployment requires a thorough understanding of DSP theory as well as mastery of skills in real-time DSP design and implementation techniques. With this in mind Real-time Digital Signal Processing offers...
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A Guide to MATLAB: For Beginners and Experienced UsersCambridge University Press, 2001

	This book is a short, focused introduction to MATLAB, a comprehensive

	software system for mathematics and technical computing. It will

	be useful to bothbeginning and experienced users. It contains concise

	explanations of essential MATLAB commands, as well as easily understood

	instructions for using...
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The k p Method: Electronic Properties of SemiconductorsSpringer, 2009
This book presents a detailed exposition of the formalism and application of k.p theory for both bulk and nanostructured semiconductors. For bulk crystals, this is the first time all the major techniques for deriving the most popular Hamiltonians have been provided in one place. For nanostructures, this is the first time the Burt-Foreman theory...
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